6. Carefully color your cats, allowing them to dry between colors.
3. Unclip the surf board for the Fuzzikins to ride

4. Unfold the Fuzzikins bed

5. Lay the blanket over the sleeping Fuzzikins
3. Unclip the surf board for the Fuzzikins to ride

4. Unfold the Fuzzikins bed

5. Lay the blanket over the sleeping Fuzzikins
6. Carefully color your cats, allowing them to dry between colors

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

The felt-tip markers in this set are washable, but they may stain certain surfaces (e.g., paper, cloth).

Read the instructions before use. To line them and keep them for reference.

Conforms to ASTM D4236

For more fun visit playmonster.com
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1. Apply the window stickers

2. Apply the back window sticker